In designing Intelligent Traffic Systems, it should be necessary to consider telecommunications, appearance, environment, auxiliary functions, safety, and so on. Also, in choosing a car, a consumer considers those properties. This paper tried to elucidate the fact that car color has a very significant meaning for car safety when administrating intelligent traffic services and making car-purchasing decision. We first studied on occurrence probability of car accident according to car color that has something to do with car safety. Then, we studied on the concepts of advancing color and receding color. Advancing color causes less accidents since the color looks closer than it actually is. And receding color causes more accidents since the color looks farther than it actually is. And we classified car colors into eight classes and assign their ranking to each class, considering the number of car accidents. We tried to verify our research by use of telephone questionnaire for residents in Kunsan, Republic of Korea. 
Introduction
Intelligent Traffic Systems involve an efficient and effective interaction between all of its components such as drivers, pedestrians, traffic management systems, and public transportation.
Intelligent traffic systems provide various intelligent services (e.g. Big Data Analysis or Data Mining) (Baek et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2010; Cho et al., 2011; Yu et al., 2013) by aiming to make full use of car properties. Especially in car safety, the car color is a very important factor and should be considered in designing and implementing intelligence services as well as in purchasing a car.
Let us assume that a customer considers purchasing a car. There are five major factors in selecting a car. We first of all consider its use for private, family, and freight. There is no necessity for buying a big or expensive car for individual commuting. Secondly, we consider its price with guarantee condition, installment plan, and so forth. Thirdly, we analyze the price and performance of the selected car. The analysis could be supported by preference reports or expert opinions on that car. Fourthly, we try to drive and operate the car. This try is a good factor in experiencing the car. Fifthly, after these four considerations, we check the price again. In the ear of high oil price, we never even dream of driving a car. So, we choose a car after checking its average mileage a liter. And we also consider whether we will drive it in the town or on the high ways as well as on the paved road or on the unpaved road. Lastly, we consider its design and color that we like. However, we should know that the selected color is closely related with car accident.
Since car color has something to do with car accident, the relationship between accident and color is a very important factor. There are hundreds of car body colors as car flame.
However, only eight colors are widely used. We limit 8 car colors in order to express relationship between car accident and car color. In Korea, deep colors like black were widely used in the days when cars were rare. In these days of Korea, light colors like silver, gold, and white are largely used. Lately, cars in white, gold (or yellow), and silver are increasing more and more. What color of cars was used the most 2~3 years ago in Korea? It is not difficult to know the colors. In Korea, black, white, and silver are most widely used. It would be so since many 
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Concepts of Car Color
The retraction index of color and focusing function of our eyes make location of an object look differently according to color. In chromatics, this phenomenon is called as Chromatic Aberration. Chromatics is a science that determines the essence of chromatic phenomena and researches on mutual relationships between color and human living. Let us assume that a black car and a golden car stand in the same location.
The black car looks smaller as if it would be far from its real location. Meanwhile, the golden car looks closer than it really is. Since the retraction index of light is small in case of gold chromatic aberration, the image is focused behind the retina. Then, the eyeball inflates crystalline lens in order to focus the image on the retina. At this moment, the crystalline lens inflates and becomes convex lens. So, the golden car looks closer than it really is. On the contrary, the black car looks farther than it really is. In addition, there are advanced color and receding color in the
world. An advanced color means the color that looks closer although it really is farther. A receding color means the color that looks farther although it really is closer. In this paper, we assume that the concept of chromatic aberration is the same as that of advanced color and receding color.
Advancing Color
An advanced color means the color that looks closer although it really is farther. Warm colors such as red or yellow belong to the advanced color. In other words, advanced color is the color that looks about to stick out forward rather than background color. Colors with high brightness and high chroma look closer although they really are farther. We can easily find out the effect if colors are arranged by stages.
Advanced color is also called expansive image. 
Experiment : Rate of Accident and Ranking according to Car Color
In choosing a car, most of people preferentially consider the usage and price of the car among various conditions such as option, installment condition, and so on. But, we should know that color is an important factor to be consi- 
Conclusions
For traffic safety in making car-purchasing decision or administrating Intelligence Traffic Systems, color should be considered on the preferential basis before other options. As we already performed telephone questionnaire for citizens in Kunsan in order to research on car accidents and their car colors, the results are as follows. Advanced colors have low probability of car accident since they look closer than they really are. On the contrary, receding colors have high probability of car accident since they look farther than they really are. And we classified car colors into eight ones such as black, white, blue, green, silver, red, brown (chestnut), and yellow (gold). After considering the probability of car accidents, we concluded that the descending order is blue, green, white, red, black, silver, brown (chestnut), and yellow (gold). And we proposed the usage of cars, the ratio of sedan versus van, the preference of car color, and the ratio of car color and car accident. However, although we found out the fact that car color has something to do with car accident in the field of safety, more consideration of other properties should be researched further.
